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the topics considered which are usually not seen except in more adbe used by readers withless preparation, say a senior student inengivanced references': fairly general initial and terminal manifolds, end neering or a chemical engineer with little experience in systems theon system ory. Due to theclosely knit character of the text, the reviewer doubts
point inequality constraints, control constraints dependent
state, state space constraints, systems with parameters. Naturally in that this ispossible except in unusual cases.
such a brief volume many itemsof interest must be slightedor comThe following are some specific comments on the contents of t h e
pletely omitted. Thus nothing is said about sufficient conditions and book. On page 11 the discussion of existence of solutions of differenthe Hamilton-Jacobi theory, about linear systems with quadratic
tial equations includes no reference to the possibility of finite escape
criteria, or about computational methods. hioreover, while the
ex- time. T h e isochrones shown in Figure2.3 and related equations are in
amples and exercises are pertinent, they are not as diverse or comerror. In Section 3.6 it is not mentioned that inequality constraints,
pletelydeveloped as one might desire. The existence
of solutions. xhich are satisfied as equalities, may not be satisfied as equalities for
relations to the clac+ical calculus of variations, the concept of feed- all tE [to, t l ] . This means that the equations given may apply only
back control, and the notion of normality are all mentioned but not
over a s u b i n t e n d of [to, t l ] , and that different equations must be
explored in depth. Still the overall result is a remarkably comprewritten for different subintervals. This remark also applies to some
of
hensive view of the subject.
the equations given in Chapter 4. Theorem 3 on problems with paa strong rameters is correctly stated (in Reference l it is not). The treatment
The author does not pretend that the treatment has
mathematical orientation. However, the control problems andneces- of endpoint inequality constraints overlooks certain necessary condisary conditions are stated in reasonably
precise mathematical Ian- tions, e.g., if x,*(tl)=x'u.mln,then h,(t,)<O. T h e example on a system
guage. In most cases the format of the theorems corresponds closely with a boundedparameter(Section
3.11) containsseveralerrors.
to that of Pontryagin et al.,1 although in certain cases the necessary
Equation (3.119) holds only "above"
BOA and a similar difficulty
conditions are simplified by introducing stronger hypotheses. The
existswith (3.121). Figures 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 show segments of
justification of the necessary conditions is certainly heuristic. I t i s
B'0-4 and BOA'as straight lines; inall cases this is not so. In Chapter
based on a novel method of attack due to the author A.
and
Blaquiere. 4, on state space constraints, it
is observed that vo(t)<O,t,<t<tr.
In this method of attack, trajectories of the controlled system are
Actually more is known': vo(t) is a nonincreasing function on [td,t i ] .
examined in state-cost space. By working with the optimal cost func- This additional necessary condition could probably b e obtained b y
tion i t is possible to define "limiting surfaces" in this space. Optimal a n extension of theargumentsinChapter
4. Lastly, if h ( t l - 0 )
trajectories must be in a limiting surface, while nonoptimal trajec=cVg(x*(tr-0)), then h ( t ) must be discontinuous at t = f l (equation
tories must lie at least in part "above' a limiting surface. This result (4.35) not valid). Otherwise, the solution
of (4.15) isa trivial one.
leads directly to the notion of adjoint differential equations and a
The layout of the chapters and sections isclear and pleasing. T h e
geometricinterpretation of themaximumcondition.Thegeneral
typography is excellent, and thefigures are well done. Typographical
idea is closely allied to the dynamic programming-principle of opti- errors are rare.
mality apprcach but places a much stronger emphasis on the trajecT o summarize, the bookis a concise introduction to the theory of
tories of the system. The effect is a particularly good "geometric optimal control. I t features a n effective presentation of a large numfeeling" for what the maximum principle means.
Because the more
ber of results, with a heuristic development of these results. -4s such
interesting mathematical subtleties are
glossed over, the development it seems best suited for two audiences: the students
of a first-year
will probably not appeal to the mathematically sophisticated reader. graduate course in engineering, organized around the book, and maA deficiency of the method of attack is its lack of reference to the ture researchers in specialty fields who desire through self-study to
of the current learn how optimal control might be appliedt o their work. Those who
"attainable set"of motions. This notion occurs in much
literature and provides an alternative geometric interpretation
of intend to study optimal control in depth
will desire a more thorough
optimality.
and rigorous introduction, say the text by A4thans and Falb,4or the
The quality of exposition is generally acceptable, but itsconcisebook by Lee and Markus.5 For them the present text might serve as
ness leads to some difficulties. T h e overall organization, logical struc- a useful supplementary reference.
ture, and balance of subject matter are good. T h e principal weaknesses are occasional omission of key statements and some trouble
4 hi. Athans and P. L. Falb. O p t i ? d C m f r o l . New York: McGraa-HiU, 1966.
3 E. B. Lee and L. hlarkus, ForJ?tdalioo,tsof Optimal Control.
New York: Wiley.
with terminology and notation. For instance, in Section 1.1 it is not
1967.
stated whether or not the motion path is a continuous function of t.
T h e following are examplesof terms which are introduced withessentially no explanation: tangent plane of ( x -q)-dimensional manifold,
orientation of plane, normal to surface, and homogeneous of degree
Analysis of Discrete Physical Systems-H. E. Koenig, Y . Tokad, and
implies
one. The notation&*(t)) for a plane is unfortunate because it
H. K. Kesavan. (Sew York: McGraw-Hill, 1967, 440 pp.) Rmiewed
that a plane is determined solely by a point ( x * ( t ) )in the plane.
by Brian D . 0. Anderson.
For the experienced reader these and similar shortcomings are not
Dr. Anderson did graduate work at the b-niuersity of Sydney, Ausmajor obstacles, butfor the novice they may bea real source of conreceized the
fusion. The rather spottyreference to supporting texts does not ease tralia, atzd Stanford Gniversity, Stanford, Calif.! where he
Ph.D. degree in ebctricacal engineering in 1964. H e has h.eld teacking
this situation. Finally, the vocabulan;
of the subject is somewhat
lacking: Lemma 1 is the principle of optimality, equations (1.33) are positions at Stanford LTnkersityand tlzz LTni.Jersityof Sydney, and until
lecently lw was a Stag Consultant with T'idar Corpouatwn, ,%fountain
Hamilton's equations, A(to,t ) is a fundamental matrix.
View,Ca1.q. I n February 1967 he became Chairmen of the Department
'Cl'hile the presentation is essentially self-contained,d itm assume
of ElectricalEngitzzering at tlte lJniversity of Newcastle, Sew South
reader maturity. The required background includes the theory
of
Whles, Australia.Hisresea~chinterests
are in control and network
matricesand difTerential equations and the elements of mathematical
analysis. This background,which need not be in great depth, may be theory.
supplied by anyof a number of sources, preferably bya n introductory
The book draws from several areas of systems: network theory,
text on modern systems theory such as DeRusso, Roy, and Close2 or linear graph theory, and what has become known
as linear system
Zadeh and Desoer.3 The author indicates that partsof the text may theory. It attempts to present the concept
of a linear system in terms
L. S. Pontryagin. V.G. Boltyanskii, R. V. Garnkrelidte and E. F. Mishchenko
The .\fathemolicd Theory of Optimal Processes. Translation. New York: Inter:
science. 1962.
2 P. M. De Russo. R. J. Roy, and C . hi. Close. Stole 5-ariablts jor Exgjmers.
Kew York: \%?ley,1965.
a L. A. Zadeh and C. A. Deaoer, Linear System Theory.
New York: McGraw.
Hill. 1963.
I

of ideas normally peculiarto each of the afore-mentioned areas and is
aimed at the senior undergraduate or beginning graduate.
The thesis of the authors is that any linear system is aninterconnection of smaller blocks which are normally two-terminal elements but may be n-terminal (n>2). The two-terminal elements
normally can be described by the same oftype
equations that describe
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inductances, capacitances, and resistances, while the n-terminal ele- involving mixtures of broad classes of elements, i.e., mixtures of
ments can normally be described by the Same type of equations that electric,hydraulic,mechanical,andothertypes
of elements.Such
of such
describegyratorsandtransformers.Theinterconnection
problems have received little attention by graph theorists, and the
elements can normally be described in graph theoretic terms, i.e., in
subsequent application, later in the book, of graph theory to the
the language of branches,trees,circuits,andcutsets.
Finall>--,the development of system equations shows up this lack
of a n earlier
behavior of this interconnection can be described not only via Laplaceinvesiigation. for the authors shy away from these"mixed" systems
transformsbutalsobysimultaneous
first-order lineardifferential
with "mixed" multiterminal components.
equations. 1\loreover, the solution of these equations can be studied,
That part of the book embracing true linear system theory comwith particular attention being paid to the evaluationof eP' for con- prises the hundred or so pages of the fifth and sixth chapters. These
stant P.
txvo chapters write down the system equations. The transition matrix
An initial and possiblJ- naive criticism of such a n approach is that is introduced for linear systems, and standard solutions of the equathe structure the authors
impose on systems, i.e., the vie\\- o f t h e tions are developed. A great deal of attention is paid to evaluating
sl-stem as an interconnection of components with the interconnection ePt or, equivalently, (sI-P)-l.
I t is interesting to note that the authors treat
as the fundamental
spelled Out with graph theor!. ideas, is not the same as the sorts of
structure xhich systems theorists have imposed on linear systems,
version of forced state-space equations
i.e., the decomposition of the system into,for example, a controllable
= P$ f Q1E
Q&
(1)
so forth. T o
and an uncontrollable part, characteristic modes, and
where $ is the state vector andE the system input..%part from quibinvalidate this criticism, it seems reasonable to expect that the aubling for little apparent reason about the introduction of yet further
thors' approach should, at the very least, illuminate more clearly
those facts obtainable from more standard approaches, but apparsymbols in place of the more usual 1: and u , the formulation of (1)
ently the authors do not completely
succeed in this endeavour. Com- introduces obvious, though not necessarily insurmountable, difficulbook. Also, the derivation ties in thecase of piecewise continuous inputs.
plete controllabilityis not mentioned in the
of state-space equations for electromechanical systems, rather than
The attention given to the evaluationof epLis immense. Idempcfor mere electrical systems, claimed
is
to be treated, but
in attempting
tent decompositions and spectral theory of matrices are developed,
Fadeeva's algorithmfor evaluating (sI--P)-' is used, and the method
t o solve a problem where electromechanical transducers are present,
some studentswould find the book insufficient background for devel- of resolving polynomials is demonstrated. These techniques are only
oping state-space equations and for assessing the presence of circuits really necessary when the eigenvaluesof P are not distinct. Thus, it is
of P with distinct eigenvalues is
containing mixtures of capacitors and their mechanical equivalents. a shame that the more common case
not investigated with the same amountof detail, a t least to the point
The first four of the eight chapters are essentiallyconcerned with
theauthors'treatment
now
the network-cum-graph theory of linear systems. I n Chapter 1 the of exhibitingcharacteristic modes.
so weighted down
authors introduce the concept of throzrgh and arross variables, corre- stands, onecould expect the average student to get
sponding to current and voltagein a n electrical netlvork. [-sing these in the matrix algebra as t o lose sight of the ph>-sical nature of the
variables they define notions of power and energy. l h e s e notions are solution of k = Pr as the sum of such characteristicmodes.
An appendage to these tn.0 chapters is a discussion of linear sysnot vitally important
to linear sl-stems, unless the!- are connected
temstability, using eitherthestandardLiapunovlemma
or the
with establishing the stability of interconnections of passive composo much prominence. Routh criterion: these two concepts d o not seem to be presented as
nents, and itis curious that they should be given
I n view of this prominence, it is rather disturbing to note that
a deh- related techniques. I n the light of the absence of any discussion of
controllability, observability, or other system structural properties,
nition of activity does not appear until Chapter 3, even though an
example in Chapter Z requires a knowledge of the concept, and that some might question thewisdom of including the stability discussion.
I t seems that the authors mightwell have been guided by the matea n interpretation of the authors' definitions implies that a negative
rial found in much earlier (pre state space) textbooks on linear syscapacitor or inductor is passive.
a great dealof attention.
tems, where stability was given
In the first four chapters discrete-time systems (termed discreteThe penultimate chapter of the book is entitled "Response Charto the consternation of autostate systems by the authors, probabl>mata theorists) and time-varying systems are
not treated. It seems acteristics of Linear System." The authors' judgement in selecting
the material is open to some question. The chapter opens with a disadvisable these dal-s to introduce students
as early as possible to the
cussion of the conversion of forced linear equations to equivalent
notion that systems ma>- be discrete-time, time-vaning. or for that
matter nonlinear (a concept which is briefly mentioned in the h s t unforced ones, a procedure that is valid nhen the inputs are sinusconsiders thesteady-state
four chapters), and one xvonders why time-vaqing systems a t least oidal or exponential.Subsequently,it
could not have received some attention prior t o their ver)-brief men- response of systems x i t h e.L type inputs, the concept of Q (quality
factor) of tuned circuits, and Bode diagrams. Fourier transforms are
tion in Chapter 5.
The description of multiterminal components takes up Chapter 3 then covered in two pages, Laplace transforms in three, and then,
before expanding some earlier concepts, an all too brief section on z
entirely, and it is evident that the authors have
been anxious to
transforms is included. There tends to bea lack of continuity in this
indicate methods of coping lvith such subsystems of complete 5)stems. Open-circuit, short-circuit, and hybrid parameters are all intro- material, and some of it does seem irrelevant to the central themeof
the book.
duced, and the authors very properly point out that in numerous
The final chapter deals with interconnection of systems. Typical
cases t h e selection of independent through and across variables for
of those interconnections, to xx-hich a great deal of attention is given,
describing the behavior of a multiterminal component is difficult.
\\-hat they fail to point out, perhaps because of their preference for are generalized versions of the standard sorts of two-port network
interconnections and general feedback connections. The application
the through and across variables, is t h a t use of scattering variables
of the topological concepts in treating some of the ideas is interesting.
completely resolves this difficulty. Of course, the use of these variThe book is billed as an undergraduate or beginning graduate
ablesmakesmore difficult theformulation of state equations via
test, and this seems reasonable. Students will find less explanation
linear graph theow, but it certainlydoes not make i t impossible, nor
but rather more worked examples and problems than is usual in a
does it necessarily require the adoptionof any adhoc procedures.
book of this tvpe. Recognizing that these things area matter of perIn thetreatment of multiterminaldevices,transformersand
sonal preference, the reviewer feels that a little more attention to the
gyrators are postulated. One might have hoped to see more made of
electromechanical transducers such as a loudspeaker, which is essen- development of ideas in the text would have been helpful, as would
tially a transformer xith the primary sideelectrically driven and the have been a more careful logical structuring of the theoretical ideas
presented. In some places a n outline or a heuristic proof is used, and
secondary side mechanicall>- driven, for in this
reviewer'sopinion,
the greatest scope now for applying linear graph theory to problems a n instructor should be aware of the danger of students forming the
belief that such proofs are always satisfactory.
of interconnected two- or 12-terminal devices lies in those problems
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